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About This Content

The Battlerite soundtrack features around 90 minutes of epic music made exclusively for the game and Battlerite promotion
videos. Composed by Johan Ilves and Aleksandria Migova, who also composed the music for “Dead Island: Epidemic” and

have a history in electronic music compositions.

Tracklist:

[1] Intro Theme

[2] The Elders

[3] Lost Heroes

[4] Alive

[5] Calling the Champions

[6] Mountain Spirit

[7] 500 Years Later
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[8] The Other Lands

[9] Legends Of Quna

[10] Warrior Pride

[11] Rituals

[12] Beyond The Gate

[13] End Of Time

[14] Battle Ghost

[15] Secrets of Silverdeep

[16] Champions Rising

[17] Last Man Standing

[18] Sudden Death Theme

[19] Victory Theme

[20] Blackstone Arena Theme

[21] Mount Araz Theme

[22] Orman Temple Theme

[23] Dragon Garden Theme

[24] Sky Ring Theme

[25] Frozen Mists

Bonus tracks:

[1] 500 Years Later (Trailer Edit)

[2] Far Away (Trailer Edit)

[3] E3 Trailer (Trailer Edit)

[4] The Arena (Trailer Edit)

[5] For Rasal (Trailer Edit)

[6] Champions Rising (Trailer Edit)

[7] The Twisted Terror (Trailer Edit)

[8] Destiny The Sky Ranger (Trailer Edit)
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[9] Zander The Magnificent Magician (Trailer Edit)
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battlerite soundtrack download. battlerite soundtrack

Better than android version,love this game,love the music,love Abbie!
And my friend code is 80b 71d b12.Just add me!. I've played many construction simulation games. This is the first one that is a
great balance of simulation and arcade-like fun. The reason for playing construction games is because my sons love construction
trucks. The other simulators are tedious and time consuming (partly because its simulation-focused). Demo and Build 2017 is
the first game where the kids are engaged throughout the game play.

A few things I'm (and my sons) are looking forward to is to have more vehicles and attachments/extensions for those vehicles.
For me, it would be great if they added a gamepad (xbox controller) support.

Overall, this is a fun construction game. Great for adults and kids.. Finished it. Pretty darn boring, the boss battles are the lowest
lowpoint. Maybe ok for small children, but even little kids would get bored by the second boss. To me, this is a good example of
poor level design.. Simple. beautiful, just like the good ol' days when playing line rider in a browser, except way less buggy, and
with control. CONTROLLLLLLL!!!! It's a real game with lots of vehicles :) Love it!. The puzzles are too random to enjoy the
game if you are determined to solve all the puzzles yourself. But if you are comfortable keeping the walkthrough open so that
you can just click through the whole game and watch the story, is does make an interesting (and very odd) visual novel. I spent a
lot of time thinking "I'm so glad I didn't try to work THAT one out myself". I admit that I thought they would furthar into more
of the mental health issues that were hinted at, but I guess that's not what this one is about.
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. The game is a must-play, this is just not necessarily the best version of it. Honestly, you might actually be better off playing the
Amiga version on WinUAE, because the controls are better.

Way too many things in this version are automated: auto-high-jump, auto-targeting for attacks and throws, auto-slide\/punch...
All of this really limits what you can do vs. teams with high stats. The ball throwing animation isn't centered either...
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The slide\/punch is particularly important, because if you were precise, you sometimes went for punches instead of slides,
because you can do those in quick succession in exchange for standing still, so even if the opponent resisted, you got to roll the
dice again, very quickly. Very useful for when an opponent with high stats is jumping for a high ball or vs goalies, but now that's
not an option anymore. You have no choice but to grind the gym after the first couple of seasons in the career league to make
your team stronger. In matches where you know you don't stand a chance you'd focus on collecting money for the gym
upgrades, but this version of the game also barely spawns any money onto the field so...

There's also a bunch of bugs in this version:
You can't stand on top of opponents anymore to keep them on the ground and when they get up, you're automatically knocked
down if you were standing on top of them. The goalie gets stuck while sliding almost 100% of time and doesn't move because of
it. If you try to tackle someone and it fails, you often get stuck in the opponent and yet again, you're automatically knocked
down. Similarly, when an opponent does a jump for a high flying ball, it's impossible to tackle him. Not with slides, not with
punches and because it is impossible, it always counts as a failed tackle and yet again, you are the one who gets knocked down
instead... for whatever reason.

The one and only good thing added to this game are curveballs - you can now spin the ball as you're throwing.

However, the controls are imprecise and rather unresponsive at times. In the old game if you pressed the "action" button as soon
as you got the ball, you threw it in the direction for which you were holding the button. Now you first have to give it a moment
when you receive the ball otherwise it throws the ball in whatever direction the AI was originally running before getting the ball.

So many problems.... Classic Sherlock Holmes game. Really cool hearing his logical deductions.. Interesting concept, I give you
that...

Just enough trees, good enough distance with fog.
Enemy (or other "players") are set on Patrol Duty, they will NOT persue you, but shoot you when spotted.
You hear the shooting noises, but when you hear the shouting, then you know they have spotted you. Not sure how the AI is
scripted here, but it feels like they circle themselves in a patrolling route around you.

For so far I have found a shotgun, a pistol, an assault rifle and a "sniper" rifle (which scope doesn't work like it should, a big
bulky thing in your screen, taking almost 50% of your vision).

Oh and I found a fox!!!! But it got scared of me and ran away... :(

5 THINGS NEED TO BE FIXED:
- Make the sniper rifle take less of the screen and fix it's "zoom" function, it's just a crappy thing or move it entirely, I am good
with either of these two options...
- When you are "zoomed in" with your weapon and go to flashlight or map, you stay in "zoomed in" - this should not be
happening at all
- Running speed; I think it could use a little bit more speed
- Options menu; to turn off the BLOOM effect would be really nice, there is too much light in this state.
- When you move, there is too much motion, like for motion-sickness? The blurry feeling? Take that away and the game is
suddenly 50% better! :-)

NOTE: I bought the game for 0,39 cents, for only the concept and in the state how it is, I think it's not that bad. For
recommendation value, if the developer adds more levels, like a night map (so the flashlight makes more sense), different
biomes maps (jungle\/desert\/snowy\/forest) it might become more interesting.
Due of the date, when this game came out, I recommend this game, in the hope the developer makes some updates and more
maps.. cool game :) worth a purchase. Sadly, Newt One just doesn't have enough content, polish, or really even strong enough
game elements for me to recommend. Yes, it has a bit of charm, but I think it's all 'feels', really. I like the idea of what is
being pushed, but when it comes down to brass tacks - it really isn't all that engaging or fun to play.

Essentially, this is a 3D platformer with linear levels. The levels can feel sandboxy and open at times, but there is more-or-
less a path you have to take to get to the end. There are no penalties for anything; you can fall off ledges all you want. We
have four worlds and apparently less than five hours of content. The music and artwork are good but both aspect suffer
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from not having near enough diversity. By the time I was finishing the first world - I was sick of the music. World two was
more of the same with slightly different colors and slightly different music.

Now I don't want to simply complain about things without offering potential solutions. I do know the Early Access campaign
is quite short for this, so I also understand that some of these suggestions are probably unreasonable. First thing I'd do is get
rid of that sterile world completion % meter. This game feels like a fairy tale and that thing breaks the immersion. Why not
show world completion graphically? Like, have a frame slowly build around the screen to show completion. Maybe make it
look like stained glass or whatever. I think the lack of a walking\/moving animation can cheapen the experience at times, so
I'd maybe work on that part a bit. I also often wonder if a subtle screen filter would make it feel a bit more storybook,
instead of hard-edged polygons. Just food for thought. I think it's a bit silly to have a 3D platformer that only has a few
hours of playtime. You've done the heavy lifting with building the foundation, so why not add in heavy collection elements?
Also, there really should be some penalty for failing. You can always have an optional 'free mode' for children or whatever.
Finally, I'd put more effort in trying to make the worlds more different. You could do this structurally or graphically, or
both.

Pros:
+It's cute
+While repetitive, the music and artwork are nice

Cons:
-This is really an Itch-level game, and I think the price-point and that whole list of awards is going to give some misleading
impressions
-The base idea and game are okay, but this really could be expanded upon in nearly every aspect
-No penalty for death doesn't really work for this kind of game in my opinion
-The worlds don't feel different enough
-Other than the initial experience of exploring a new kind of game, this just doesn't keep me interested

Unfortunately this is a hard pass for me. I do wish the developers the best of luck with this, and any future projects.. Early
Access review -
Take some 90's DOOM, throw in Rogue-like elements, and voila!
That is "Still Not Dead" in a nutshell.

( brief video of me doing not-so-good here )
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4QKdFFnqf9s

The pixels are nice, if you played the Pre-GZ doom era, you know the drill, you cant look up or down, you dont need to -
there's a perk/curse system that you choose each level - if you took a perk this level, next level you are only given curses tp
pick from.

Or you can forgoe the perks/curse altogether.
Things such as - increased speed, shoot while running, 5x jumping height, there's alot of different perks/curses.

The gameplay is VERY fast.
you need to kill a certain number of enemies on the map to open a door, and if you take too long- an unkillable DEATH
demon comes after you and pretty much gives you a bad time

ON the maps you pick up money ( represented by British pounds £ ) and you can buy items you find, new weapons liek guns,
new melee weapons, and special items like barbed wire you can toss around to slow enemies down.

It's al pretty nostaligc for me, having grown up with games liek DOOM being top of the line x3

Recommended to anyone with a flair for old-school DOOM, roguelites, or stuff liek DEVil Daggers. Semi decent for its
price, but only if you are interested in that specific genre tbh.. Well, What is Dead Sea?

Pros: Another cheaper of survival game.
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Cons: Empty game.

Do not buy I repeat, DO NOT BUY.. Everyone wanted a new The Culling but done right... This game shared more similarities
with H1Z1 than with The Culling. I refunded this game. Maybe Xaviant should start to listen to their Community.
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